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Scraping the bottom of the barrel: 
the 2024 budget law

• Extension of deficit-financed tax wedge cuts for one year 
only. 

• No abolition of the Fornero Law.
• No tax reform (single income bracket changed for one year 

only!)
• Major cuts to social assistance (“reddito di cittadinanza”) 
• Nothing for maintenance spending related to RPP
• (Unspecified) cuts to Ministries' budgets



How was this possible?

• Greed of inexperienced governments (Commission 
remained silent).

• Money first, then plans on how to spend it. 
• Too much money with too little time to spend it.
• Wrong priorities far from the political agenda.   
• Misleading narrative about the soft budget constraint.
• Extension of the “Superbonus”



The numbers of the RPP



Electoral programs 2022
Lower bound of costs (quantifiable measures only):
• Centre-right: €111-165 billion (RPP cited 2 times)
• PD: 29-58 billion (RPP cited 15 times)
• M5S: €65 billion (RPP mentioned only once)
• Azione-Italia Viva: €73-98 billion (RPP cited 17 times)

Source: Osservatorio Conti Pubblici Italiani. The calculation is based only on the main quantifiable measures. 
The more measurements that cannot be assessed, the higher the real cost compared to the estimate.



Superbonus: a water pump

Parliamentary Hearing Ministry of the Economy; February 2023



Effects on inflation (and RPP spending)



What about reforms?

• Civil Justice: half of the new hires supposed to deal with backlog
• Labour: no subsidiarity (Anpal abolished) 
• Competition: beach resorts overly protected; no annual law
• Education: digitalisation of schools; did we need it? No change to 

teachers’ recruitment and careers. Rather than increase in nursery 
schools (0-3), renovation of kindergartens (3-5)

• Public administration: no improvement in recruitment procedures



Effects on growth? 
Bet based on unrealistic forecasts

• PNRR Justice Reform: extra GDP of €28 billion per 
year (in NPV, about €600 billion), compared to €4 
billion spent.

• Labour Reform: €70 billion per year, compared to €4.4 
billion (spent once!).

• Effects of the Superbonus on growth are ephemeral, 
and, in any event no evidence of strong boost of value 
added generated in the construction sector compared 
to other sectors.



What’s next? 

• Nobody knows actual degree of implementation of the plan
• Delays are very likely. More worrying wastage of resources
• Italian Govt cannot any longer deny ownership of the plan
• Need to renegotiate with Europe timing and scope. With the 

new Commission?
• Conditions have changed: new Stability and Growth Pact

expression of the new (old) way of thinking about European
fiscal policies. 

• Italy’s veto on the ESM was not helpful



Lessons for Italy in Europe

• Next Generation EU is not a Eurobond. It is not a joint and several
liability. Individual countries still liable. A EU wide fiscal policy should
draw on a sufficiently large supra-national tax base.

• RPP as a (so far missed) opportunity to improve planning and 
monitoring of public expenditure.

• RPP could also improve quality of public administrations, but this is
not a matter of digitalisation, it is a matter of people. RPP should have
allowed for qualified hiring in the public sector.

• Wrong idea that capital expenditure is always better than current
expenditure: case of health spending.



Refocus on the demographic decline

• We need more legal immigration and investment in human capital of 
the second-generation of migrants including social inclusion projects 
in urban suburbs.

• We need more nursery schools. Migration also reduces the costs of 
children (wrong narrative about fertility of natives vs. migrants).

• We need structural investment in homecare and daycare helping
families to deal with dealing with non-self-sufficiency and disability
among elderly relatives. 

• Are we so sure that all this is not growth enhancing?



Should we let the radical right monopolize the 
migration issue?
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